Optimize Your Existing Video Solutions

Register your video conferencing directly to the cloud

Ease-of-use
Works with any device. Plug 'n' Play. Automated contacts directory. Lets your users and guests join video meetings with their preferred technology.

Security
A secure, global backbone with quality of service network optimized for live video from any location.

Quality
Dedicated Pexip video conferencing cloud network ensures high quality, secure and reliable video calls.

Pexip Transforms Your Technical Debt to Technical Assets

Employees are no longer tied to their desks from 9 to 5 and need collaboration tools that work where they do. You might see the need connect your existing room video conferencing systems to external organizations that use different services.

Connected via Cloud
By registering video endpoints to the Pexip Service you make the most of your existing hardware investments. Video endpoints can be set up on a cloud service in minutes through an automated registration process.

- Simplified video communication at a predictable cost
- Engineered to be infinitely scalable – add capacity and capabilities as your needs change
- Cut licensing costs - host your room systems from Cisco, Poly, Huawei, and Yealink in the cloud
- Seamless booking and joining experience - let’s you join and book meetings with one touch or QR code scanning.
- Removed user complexity - compliment or expand your existing video infrastructure with software enabled interoperability

Learn how Pexip can help you at [https://www.pexip.com/video-conferencing-infrastructure](https://www.pexip.com/video-conferencing-infrastructure)